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Caretaker room to be fitted with 1000mm
Base unit, blank panel and worktop, over
with S/S sink. Include for two course of
150 x 150mm white tiles for splash back.
Include for Worktop to adjacent wall,
include for 2 No. S/S legs.

Include for new water feed to sink.
Provide external BIG, provide new 50mm
foul drain to existing manhole, make good
excavated footpath on completion.

Caretakers room to receive Polysafe vinyl
flooring with black coved skirting. Walsl to
be painted with 2 coats of emulsion. Install
Armstrong 600 x 600mm dune tile
suspended ceiling.

Construct new stud partion with 50 x
75mm S/W timber at 600mm Crs vertical
and solo, head and mid rail. Provide
12.5mm plaster board and skim to both
faces, skim and paint. Install 50mm Iso
wool acoustic insulation between frame.

Install new 910 door, style to match
existing.

Install new 810 door, style to match
existing.

Provide new stud stack fitted with air
admittance value, boxed in with air vents.
Connect new S/S to existing manhole.
Provide and install new Doc M pack
disabled sanitary ware and installed in
accordance with building control
regulations.

Provide mechanical operated extract fan to
achieve 15 litres/sec. capacity, position of
which is to be agreed with the client.

Existing foul manhole.
C.L. - Ground Level
I.L - 475mm

Disabled toilet to be finished with polysafe
vinyl with black coved skirting's. Painted
walls, and armstrong 600 x 600mm Dune
suspended ceiling with lighting
incorporated in. Include for audio and
visual alarm system.

Provide and install new 80mm thick acoustic
sliding partitions supplied by Niche, and installed in
strict accordance with the manufacturers
recommendations.
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Existing double doors to be re-used in
existing stud partition. Include for
making good all disturbed surfaces.
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Rooflight

Lounge area to receive 600 x
600mm Armstrong Dune
suspended ceilign with
integral lights to all areas.

Existing emergency lighting control
panel to re-located as shown.

Rooflight to be hidden above new
suspended ceiling. Include for fire
protecting between the two spaces,
take the stud partition to the under of
the roof light and provide fire curtain
above.

Store room to be finished with carpet
tiles, painted skimmed walls and 600 x
600mm Armstrong Dune suspended
ceiling with integral lighting.
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Tarvin Community Centre

Proposed Alterations At Tarvin Community
Centre, Meadow Close, Tarvin, CH3 8LY.

Proposed Bar
Alterations - Sheet 2
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The Contractor is responsible for checking
all  dimensions, tolerances and references.

Any discrepancy is to be notified to d2
design before proceeding with the work.

Do not scale from this drawing - Work to
figured dimensions only. All dimensions to
be checked on site prior to the execution

of any work.

For the avoidance of doubt all dimensions
are measured to wall structure and not

the finishes unless otherwise stated.
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